
  
The Pick &Click! Blind fitting system allows you to fit any of the blinds in the VELUX 
range. 

Every VELUX window is fitted with pre-installed brackets which let you simply click the 
blinds into place. It's so easy and you're guaranteed a perfect fit every time.

NB Make sure the VELUX roof window is closed securely
before you begin installation.

In your box you will have the blind, side channels, a screw driver plus 
fitting brackets screws.

You could use an electric screw driver with a T 10 screw bit and a 
bradawl to bore pilot holes. 

How to Fit Velux Blackout Blinds



              
Push the blind onto the lugs located at the top corners until the blind clicks.

                            



                      From the fitting bag - locate the the plastic grey brackets. 
Break apart - one will have a letter L for the left hand side and R for the right hand side.

Line Up on the bottom of the window and use your bradawl to make a hole for the screw.
 

                                              Screw fixing brackets into place.



                Unwrap  the side rails taking care not to cut yourself on the sharp ends 
  

 

            



           Slide the left hand side rail up into the blind ensuring it runs in the center of the rail

Push the bottom of the side rail so that it clicks into the bottom of the brackets

Repeat the process on the right hand side.

Ensure that the side channels  are pushed up so that it meets the mitered edge on the blind. 

Mark the position of the left hand top screw hole using the bradawl.

Screw the top left hand screw into place. Do not over tighten the screws.

Mark the other holes on the side rail



                Repeat the process on the right hand side.

Remove the cover of the red cap to reveal the guide wires on both side.

At the end of the guide cord is a clip that fits into place of the bracket at the bottom of the 
window.

Unwind the side guides. Take care to line the guide cord to run inside the side channel.

This important for the blind to operate correctly.

Line the small lug and click into place.



Remove the rest of the packaging clips from both sides of the blind.

The blind is now installed. 

Test the blind and it should run up and down freely.



Enjoy


